
FLICKROCKET SECURE DIGITAL CONTENT SALES 
 

The  “Digital Content Delivery with DRM – FlickRocket“ extension for Magento enables you to sell and rent 

(optionally DRM protected) digital content such as DVDs (incl. all menus, bonus material, etc.), video (HD+SD), 

audio, ebooks/documents (epub and PDF) as well as HTML based content. 

A FlickRocket account is required for productive use. While the extension is free, some of the services are not. 

There is no cost for the extension in the free BASIC account.  For general Flickrocket pricing 

see https://www.flickrocket.com/en/pricing. 

GETTING STARTED 

After installing the extension, you need to link it to your Flickrocket account. This is done by logging in with your 

Flickrocket account under Stores/Configuration/Flickrocket. 

 

If you don’t have an account, you can create a free account under www.flickrocket.com.  

After you have logged in, you’ll receive a list of the domains you have listed in Flickrocket and can select the one 

you want to use for Magento. To use a domain under Magento, it is important that the domain uses a “Plugin” 

theme. If this is not the case, you’ll receive a warning and need to get a plugin theme in Flickrocket and assign it 

to the domain you plan to use with Magento.  

Note: There is no cost for signing up to Flickrocket and getting the theme. 



 

SETTING UP PRODUCTS 

All products sold via the Plugin are hosted with Flickrocket. To set them up in Magento, your first need to upload 

them to Flickrocket, where they are optionally transcoded, protected and placed on the Content Distribution 

Network.  

Note: There are limitations on the number of products you can upload with the BASIC account. For details about 

limitations and pricing see www.flickrocket.com/en/pricing.  

 

You can upload new products either using the web uploader or the Flickrocket Content Tools for Windows and 

MacOSX (downloadable directly for the “Digital Content” page). 

 



When uploading, you should make sue to enter the complete product data and pricing as this will be transferred 

to your Magento shop (although you can edit the data later). 

AUTOMATED BACKGROUND SYNC 

Depending on your settings under Stores/Configuration/Flickrocket, the extension will automatically sync and 

enable the products created in Flickrocket to your Magento store. 

Important: The automated sync between Flickrocket and your Magento shop requires the Magento Cron to run. 

MANUAL PRODUCT SYNC 

If you don’t use the Automated Background Sync for transferring uploaded products to your Magento store, you 

can at any time manually sync the products. Just check the products in the list and click the “Sync now” button 

to create the corresponding products within Magento. 

Note: You need to stay on the page during the product sync. If you leave the page, the process will be cancelled. 

 

THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE 

The purchase process for digital products is not different from buying physical products.  

 

Only after the purchase has been completed, the customer is enabled to access the content: 

• The customer receives an email with his content access credentials (email address used for the 

purchase) and link to the “My account” page. 

• The customer is automatically forwarded to the “My Account” page from where he can access the 

“Digital Content” section. 



• The customer can always later manually log in to the “My Account” page to access the “Digital Content” 

section. 

The “Digital Content” section includes all means to access the purchased or rented content: 

 

Note: The design of the “Digital Content” section is determined by the theme selected under 

Stores/Configuration/Flickrocket and can be edited in Flickrocket. 

 

FAQ  

Q: Which Flickrocket account type do I need to apply and what is the cost? 

A: The extension works with any Flickrocket account type. The cost depends on many factors such as number of 

products, type of products, account type, sales numbers, etc. For details please see 

www.flickrocket.com/en/pricing.  

 

Q: How is my content protected? 

A: Flickrocket uses different types of DRM to protect the content across various platforms. In general you assign 

a license to the content which defines on how many devices and over which time frame (and several other 

restrictions) the content might be used. 

 

Q: Where can I get support? 

A: Support requests can be sent to support@flickrocket.com. However, only SILVER and GOLD account requests 

are guaranteed to be answered. 



 


